
Crystal-clear audio for meetings, media, and more. 
Convert your HP Elite Slice into a speakerphone or a multimedia player 
with the HP Audio Module. Meetings, video, and music come to life with 
impeccable sound and clarity, custom-tuned in collaboration with 
audio experts at Bang & Olufsen.

Pitch perfect 
Experience 360o immersive stereo sound and collaborate from across the room with bi-
directional HP Noise Cancellation, a dual-microphone array with far-field 5-meter range, three 
speakers, and HP Audio Boost. 

No cabling or screws required 
Snap the Module beneath your HP Elite Slice with a sturdy USB-type1 connection that provides a 
simple and clean solution with no messy cables.

Complete, compact collaboration 
Focus on your meeting instead of unsightly cables when you combine your HP Elite Slice with the 
HP Audio Module and the touch-enabled HP Collaboration Cover2—each perfect piece designed 
to fit the other.

Lock it down 
Securing your solution is simpler than ever with an integrated universal lock slot that allows you 
to lock your Module and HP Elite Slice together with one cable lock.3

Mix and match 
Create a unique solution for each of your employees when you use the HP Audio Module stacked 
with your HP Elite Slice and any of the other HP Elite Slice accessories.3

Data sheet

HP Audio Module

1. Connector can only be used to connect HP Elite 
Slice modules.

2. HP Elite Slice Covers require factory 
configuration and cannot be used with other HP 
Elite Slice Covers.

3. Sold separately.

Designed exclusively for the HP Elite Slice
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Model Number X8U72AA

Dimensions (H x W x D) 24.5mm x 165mm x 165mm

Weight 404g (14.25oz) 

Color Sparkle Black 

Host Interface HP Slice module connector (USB 3.1 G1 data rate)

Power HP Slice module connector (19V 1A)

System Requirements  Software Win10 Conexant audio drivers

Option kit contents HP Audio Module, Installation guide, Warranty

Compatibility HP Elite Slice and HP Elite Slice for Meetings

Note A: Cannot be used as USB devices with a USB cable because the connector is unique and designed to connect with the HP Elite Slice and Slice for Meeting 
Rooms only.

Note B: If using a unit configured with a Wireless Charging Cover, or a system that is using more than 2 modules attached you will need to power the system with a 
90W EPS (sold separately).
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